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Practice exam question 

Translations 
Luke McBratney 

Guidance for the question on p. 21 of the magazine. 

The central section and conclusion of an answer 
Translations can be viewed differently. The closer we look at the view that Maire and Yolland’s love 
affair suggests that there is hope for friendly relations between Britain and Ireland, the more simplistic 
it seems. What, at first, seems an idealised, and — on the part of the audience — longed for, bridging 
of the Anglo-Irish divide, is, on reflection, a more complex and less allegorical union. This relationship 
does not suggest hope, even if Yolland himself does so since he provides an alternative perspective of 
Englishness to the cruel Lancey. Indeed, without him, it would be easy to agree with Elmer Andrews 
that the play presents ‘an artificial contrast between the hopelessly idealised and the hopelessly 
debased.’ Through Yolland, the English are not ‘hopelessly debased’: he seems pure, with his 
idealised response to the Irish landscape, culture and language, and, on stage, he is very likeable. His 
self-deprecating nature, diffidence and charm present an alternative, gentler kind of Englishness. Yet 
the love affair is more ambiguous. In terms of plot, it is the event that leads to his death and the 
destruction of the village. It also provides light relief for the audience and prepares them subliminally 
for Lancey’s actions in Act Three. Because the audience has been amused and moved by the love 
affair, Friel is able to increase the amounts of shock, fear and anger he can wring from them when 
they recoil at the destruction that the British imperial power wreaks on the language and landscape of 
Baile Beag and, by extension, Ireland. Thus, far from suggesting there is hope, the love affair 
increases the impact of the play’s conclusion that closer Anglo-Irish relations are hopeless. 

The characterisation of Maire also questions the idea that the love affair offers hope, since it is built on 
the shaky ground of misconceptions. On the surface, Act 2, Scene 2 is a beautiful representation of 
love reaching beyond language, culture and nationality, suggesting that it does indeed conquer all. 
The audience might easily become caught up in the romance: Friel’s use of lighting, for example, 
places it in ‘a vaguely “outside” area’ and his use of music — first the real-world sound of the Irish 
music of the dance and then the non-diegetic sound of ‘guitar music’ — sets the loving, hopeful mood. 
Indeed, on stage the scene assumes a heightened quality: it is simultaneously naturalistic and 
symbolic. This contrasts with the play’s normal mode, captivating the audience and making them hope 
for a connection between the characters. Language is used for its qualities of sound and 
communication in a way beyond normal meaning. Indeed, it is the aural qualities of the Irish place-
names that bring them together: Yolland voices the names of five, each one prompting a physical 
response from Maire, who then responds with a place-name of her own before the two characters are 
‘facing each other and begin moving — almost imperceptibly — towards one another’. Despite this, if 
we pay attention to the actual words used, we see that beneath this veneer of idealised hope, there is 
nothing but pessimism for the future of the couple and the future of Anglo-Irish relations. Each wants 
something very different than the other. 
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Maire’s beliefs and character are articulated most overtly in Act One when she ‘gets to her feet 
uneasily but determinedly’ and argues in favour of learning English. Her speech cites the nationalist 
leader, Daniel O’Connell, and culminates with ‘I don’t want Greek. I don’t want Latin. I want English’. 
The parallelism of the statements declaring what she doesn’t want, followed by the declaration of what 
she does is simple, but effective and memorable, and her speech reveals her as (literally and 
metaphorically) someone with the courage to stand up for their beliefs. She follows it with the 
announcement that she is soon to emigrate to America. It seems unlikely that this woman would go 
along with Yolland’s plans to stay in Baile Beag. With the mood and momentum of Act 2, Scene 2, it is 
also easy to overlook the meaning of Yolland’s words. He wants to stay in Baile Beag. This is 
underlined by repetition: Yolland says ‘here’ three times in the final part of the scene. By contrast, 
Maire’s aspiration to leave is underlined in her last line to Yolland, something that is entirely in keeping 
with her previous aspirations to leave: ‘Take me away with you.’ 

While the audience enjoys the love scene, there is a difference between hope for the characters’ 
closeness and Friel suggesting through this that there can be friendly Anglo-Irish relations. Maire is 
not a fitting emblem of Ireland and Yolland is hardly representative of England. Rather than suggesting 
friendship between nations, the love affair is a catalyst for discord. A mood of distrust hangs over the 
rest of the play and images of division, gloom and violence proliferate. When Maire asks the meaning 
of the English word ‘always’, Hugh does not define it but calls it a ‘silly word’, perhaps suggesting that 
things in general, and happy Anglo-Irish relations in particular, can never last. Jimmy’s last words, 
while delivered comically are deeply serious: ‘exogamein means to marry outside the tribe. And you 
don’t cross those borders casually — both sides get very angry’. Maire and Yolland’s relationship 
might be fictitious, but it reminds Irish audiences of real couples comprised of a Catholic and a 
Protestant, who felt pressured into leaving the country, or were burnt out of their homes. The love 
affair between Maire and Yolland might provide a temporary hope that there can be friendly relations 
between Britain and Ireland, but the whole tenor of the play suggests that, in the foreseeable future, 
this state of affairs is little more than a fantasy. 

Commentary 
• The excerpt from the essay begins with the argument taking a different slant. We imagine the 

unseen part has considered agreeing with the view for the sake of thoroughness, but this new 
section develops points of disagreement with conviction. 

• The argument addresses the exact wording of the question, grappling with key terms and 
arguing subtly, making precise distinctions, for example, between a character (Yolland) and 
his relationship with Maire (the love affair). 

• The evaluation of a critical view helps to lend complexity to the analysis of the British/Irish 
relationships in the play. 

• Context is used sparingly but illuminatingly, helping to explore audience responses. Perhaps 
more examples were used in the unseen part of the answer. 

• The answer responds to the text as a piece of theatre and explores a range of methods and 
how they work together to create meaning and generate audience responses in the love 
scene. 


